To be a NEET champion, you need help from a CHAMPION

Skill, Passion. Hard work and determination. As a student sitting for the highly competitive NEET, you need all that. However, only a few will win, very likely with the help of a champion coach.

MTG’s Champion Series for NEET is just the coach you need. It will guide you in identifying what’s important for success and what’s not. And then help you check your readiness with its most comprehensive question bank. So you know your strengths and weaknesses right from the word go and course-correct accordingly.

Not simply MTG’s Champion Series will help you manage your preparation effort for NEET for maximum outcome. The best part is you study at a pace you’re comfortable with. Because it’s all chapterwise, topicwise.

NCERT-based • Chapterwise • Topicwise • 10 years’ solved previous test papers (all main medical entrance exams) • Concise summary at the start of each chapter for quick revision of key concepts • Analysis of importance of topic basis historical examination pattern • Test papers for self-assessment

Visit www.MTG.in to buy online. Or visit a leading bookseller near you. For more information, call 1800 300 23355 (toll-free) or 0124-6601200 today.

Email info@mtg.in